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Mesh 

Deco mesh or “mesh” is a popular base for creating beautiful wreaths for all seasons.  Mesh comes in a 

wide variety of colors and patterns making it a top choice of designers each season.  The secret to 

working with mesh is patience.        When you first start working with it, it takes time to learn how the 

mesh “flows” and how to consistently get the look you are working for.   

Here are my top tips for working with deco mesh. 

1. Start with a quality mesh.  Mesh quality varies greatly by manufacturer.  I have found that 

quality mesh will fray less, hold its shape better, and fade slower than the lesser quality mesh.  It 

is important to note- ALL MESH WILL FRAY and ALL MESH WILL FADE 

2. Make as few cuts as possible.  Fewer cuts equals less fraying.  When you do cut your mesh, 

rolling the cut side in (as in the curl/loop method) will help reduce fraying. 

3. Don’t smush your mesh!  Mesh has “memory” and will hold the shape it is placed in.  This 

memory forms very quickly.  Once the memory has been formed, it is almost impossible to 

change the shape of the mesh.  Avoid placing items on your finished mesh wreaths and they will 

stay beautiful and full much longer.  

4. Choose the right mesh for the project.  Most of the time, you will use mesh as a base for 

your pretty ribbons, bows, and attachments. In this case, it will be covered and not seen. You 

could use a less expensive mesh for this purpose.   In some projects, the mesh is a focal point 

and will be seen throughout the design.  This mesh should be of premium quality.  

 

Wreath Forms 

There are a variety of wreath forms on the market.  The form you choose for your deco mesh project 

will vary based on the style of your design.  Here I have listed several styles that I frequently use.  

Wire Forms- these come in a few styles.  The 2-ring style is great for smaller projects such as wreaths for 

those who have screen doors.  The wire form with 3-4 rings are great to use for a fuller wreath or when 

using burlap.  
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Work wreath forms- these have your ties already attached and are very convenient to use.  The ties are 

usually spaced about 4 inches apart and there are 2 rows. These forms are great for large, full wreath 

designs.   They come in a variety of colors and there are 2 types of ties- the full tie looks like an 

evergreen tree stem and the pencil tie which is very skinny.  I’ve used both types.  However, my favorite 

is the traditional tie that looks like an evergreen.  The work wreath forms come in 20”, 24”, 30”, and 36” 

sizes.  Size is measured as the diameter from tip to tip (when tips are laid flat) and not from ring to ring.  

 


